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PURPOSE: Computer software provides powerful tools for organizing, managing, displaying, and analyzing information.
Numerous jobs in business, human services, and other fields require the ability to use spreadsheets or databases.  In this
course, students learned to use spreadsheet and database software to address information management and data analysis
problems.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: Students read Gips’ Mastering Excel: A Problem-Solving Approach and New Perspectives on
Microsoft Access 2002 – Comprehensive and used Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access to solve case studies presented in
the texts. Throughout the term, students participated in discussions with their classmates on the course topics and worked in
groups on the application of their work. The course’s final project involved the application of the course material to the
assessment of data management needs and to the creation of a system to solve a real-world data management need. 

METHOD AND CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION: Students were evaluated on their understanding of and ability to apply their
knowledge of data management tools.  Participants were expected to actively participate in course discussions, to work with
others to solve data management problems, and to complete weekly assignments that required them to develop data
management solutions using Excel and Access. Students’ final projects were evaluated on their ability to assess user needs
and on the extent to which they were able to incorporate course material into working Excel and Access solutions.

 EVALUATION : In the Introduction to Data Management Tools course Mr. Holbert did an excellent job demonstrating
the concepts and displaying his skills throughout the semester on a consistent basis. His completion of exercises
through the first half of the class displayed his abilities to create Microsoft Excel documents in a professional manner
to meet various business case needs. In the second portion of the class Mr. Holbert nicely completed an Access
database case that spanned over several weeks. His final project a database for “Spins Alot DJ Service” was a
cumulative milestone that recapped everything that was taught throughout the course that showed his ability to go
above and beyond the basic requirements. As an outcome of this class he has demonstrated proficiencies in both
Excel 2007 and Access 2007. 

The student has earned a grade of A.


